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Definitions and Terms

DRIFTING -  a  sporting  event,  where  the  race  occurs  while  intentionally  oversteering  the
vehicle, by using the acceleration, the breaks and the steering wheel, and the driver is able to
gain control of the vehicle. It is controlled in permanent drift, at an angle to the axis of the
predetermined path. 

DRIFTING COMPETITION - motor racing competition, consisting of drifting over a racecourse,
by drivers, with cars described according to these rules.

PADDOCK - area of a track where cars are prepared before a race

BOX - garage dedicated to the storage or preparation of racing vehicles

LIVE TIMING - real-time display on the internet or the local TV network of the results of an
ongoing race

TEAM BUILDING -  an activity  usually  organized  by a  team, aimed at  improving  employee
performance, starting with communication and collaboration

TRACK DAY -  it  is  an organized  event where participants  are allowed to  drive  their  own
vehicles or rented ones on the track
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STAGE - sporting competition that takes place based on a special regulation, where drivers can
score points in the standings

DRAG RACE- a race between two vehicles, with a standing start, over a short distance, usually 
400 meters

BURNOUT - is the practice of holding a vehicle stationary and spinning its wheels, the result
causing the tires to heat up and burn intensely

A. Description and identification

The Transilvania Motor Ring is a facility in the public domain of Mureș County and under the 
administration of the Mureș County Council (hereinafter referred to as “ADMINISTRATOR”).

It was built through the “MOTOR SPORTS CAR PARK” project, financed by the Regional 
Operational Programme 2007-2013, Priority Axis 5 - Sustainable development and promotion of
tourism, Intervention Area 5.2 - Creation, development and modernization of tourism 
infrastructure for the exploitation of natural resources and increasing the quality of tourism 
services, with the general objective of increasing the contribution of tourism to local and 
regional development through the diversification of tourism services, i.e. the creation in Mureș
County of a “niche tourism” - for motor sports enthusiasts.

B. Location
The circuit is  located 4 km from the DN 15 (E 60) Turda - Târgu-Mureș - Toplița - Borsec
national road and 1.70 km from the DJ 151 B Ungheni - Căpâlna de Sus - county border Sibiu
county road.
 The administrative address is: localitatea Cerghid nr.1/G, Ungheni, Mureș.

C. Description of the track and facilities offered
- Speed track with a length of 3,708.00 m and a width of 11-14 m;
- Buildings:

 Central building - height: G+2, ground floor level dimensions: front 85.70 m, side 14.50
m. The building comprises the following spaces: 
- ground floor - two stairwells, a storeroom for small materials, a boiler, three
boxes for the technical control service, room for the general electric panel, boiler,
corridor, three restrooms; 
- 1st  floor  -  two stairwells,  a  toilet  block,  rooms for  race  controllers,  timing
station,  race  supervision,  race  director,  TV  and  radio  studios,  kitchen,  circulation
areas, prize preparation room, prize platform and storage for cleaning materials;
- 2nd floor - stairwell, two restrooms, conference room, small room for lectures
and teaching aids.

 Garages and restaurant, height G+1. The building comprises the following spaces:
- Garages and offices: ground floor - 11 garages for competitors and two restrooms

First floor - open corridor and loggia, six offices and work rooms for the teams The
garages  are  equipped with single-phase and three-phase electrical  installations  and
sanitary installations (washbasins).
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- Restaurant:  ground  floor  -  stairwell;  first  floor  -  dining  room,  bar,  kitchen  with
annexes, two restrooms and a stairwell.

 Grandstand, toilet block and cafeteria: the cafeteria and the toilet block are ground-
floor buildings, 12.00 m in length and 5.30 m in width; the grandstand is 52.50 m long,
12.50 m wide and seats 1428 people.

 Medical center, ground floor; dimensions: front: 12.05 m, side 14.15 m. The medical
center  comprises  the following  spaces:  defibrillation  room, first  aid  room, doctor’s
office, anti-doping laboratory, reception - waiting room, storeroom, restrooms and a
covered terrace.

 Administrative  building,  ground floor.  The  building  comprises  the  following  spaces:
boardroom, three offices, secretariate, kitchen, hallway, corridor, lobby, warehouse
and two restrooms.

 Sanitary and maintenance building, with a ground floor and a first floor, in the form of
a parallelepiped, dimensions: front 15.45 m and side 12.70 m. The building comprises
the following spaces: on the ground floor -  restrooms, dining room, cloakroom and
restrooms for the maintenance staff, boiler; on the basement floor - two garages for
machinery, storage and workshop.

 Porter’s lodge - main entrance, with a ground and a first floor, square-shaped, with a
terrace  at  the  main  entrance,  6.55  m  long.  The  building  comprises  the  following
spaces: on the ground floor - security service, rest room and cloakroom, anteroom and
sanitary facilities, and in the basement - archives.

- DJ 151B - Car park access road, length: 1,690 m, width: 5.25 m. On approx. 80% of the
length gullies were installed on the left side of the road and 3 footbridges were built.
Parking spaces for 6 cars are located on the left side of the road.

- Connecting roads on the premises:
 Road  "A"  is  520  m  long  and  starts  from  the  main  gate,  provides  access  to  the

administration building and the 17 parking spaces in front of it (16 car parking spaces
and one disabled parking space), crosses the track on a 33 m long beam overpass and
continues to the Paddock platform.

 Road "B" is 860 m long and starts from the main gate, having a common route with road
"A" for 20 m, after which it branches off and continues to the spectator stand. On the
left side of the road there are various parking spaces for motorcycles, buses with a
maximum length of 9 m and cars (motorcycles - 260 parking spaces; cars - 115 parking
spaces; 6 parking spaces for disabled people; buses (vehicle length = 10 m) - 4 parking
spaces).

 Road "C" is 190 m long and branches off from road "A" at km 0+445 and provides access
to the parking lot of the sanitary and maintenance building and to the track.

 Reinforced concrete bridge over the racetrack, on link road "A", km 0+067,71 - with a
single span of 32,15 m;

 Sidewalks;
- Connections and access to water - sewage, natural gas, electricity, telephone;
- Platforms:

 The Paddock platform is bounded by the Medical Centre Building, the Central Building -
Garages and Restaurant and the Sanitary and Maintenance Building and is 478 m long
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and between 42 m and 52 m wide. The paddock can be connected to the electricity
grid in single-phase and three-phase mode via 31 alcoves.

 TV platform
 Heliport platform with two landing places;
 Parking platforms: gate, administration building, maintenance and sanitary building;

- External fittings - fencing;
- Protection and safety works: deformable metal circuit safety barriers;
- Environmental protection works and activities;
- Timing, competition control and information system.

D. Track rental

I. General presentation:

In order to use the track and its facilities, the Administrator will conclude rental contracts
with  natural  or  legal  persons  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  ORGANIZERS),  who  will  assume
responsibility for the organization and proper conduct of the activities to be carried out on the
circuit and its premises, in accordance with the relevant legal provisions.

The Transilvania Motor Ring can be rented modularly or in its entirety by any individual or
legal entity (clubs, associations, etc.) for the organization of public or private events, track
days, sports competitions, driving schools, launches, exhibitions, presentations, workshops and
team building, concerts, festivals, meetings. 
Participants will be allowed to enter the complex no sooner than 1 hour before the start of the
event and to leave no later than 1 hour after its end.
Organizers renting the complex for periods longer than 2 hours will have the right to stay in
the complex during the breaks included in that time frame, provided that the track is vacated.

Private events will be scheduled at least 14 calendar days prior to their start date.
The rental rates are established annually by Decision of the Mureș County Council.
Payment of fees must be made at least 48 hours before the start date of the event:

- by bank transfer  to the account RO19TREZ47621A300530XXXX,  opened at  the Târgu
Mureș Treasury, fiscal code 4322980;

- in cash, at the cashier's office of the Mureș County Council, in the case of amounts that
can be paid in this way according to legal provisions.

In addition to the rental fee, the Organisers will also provide a guarantee for any damage
caused by Users in the amount of 35,000 lei in one of the following ways:

- by bank transfer  to the account  RO11TREZ4765006XXX000224, opened at  the Târgu
Mureș Treasury, fiscal code 4322980;

- by  depositing  a  guarantee  instrument  issued  by  a  Romanian  or  a  foreign  credit
institution or by an insurance company at the Financial Accounting Office of the Mureș
County Council. The period of validity will cover the entire duration of the event and at
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least 3 days following its end. The guarantee must be irrevocable and unconditional. A
letter of guarantee issued abroad must be presented and accompanied by a certified
translation into Romanian. Equivalence for a guarantee deposited in another currency
will be made at the BNR rate valid on the date of its establishment. Any damage will be
ascertained  by  a  committee  in  the  presence  of  the  Event  Organiser,  by  members
appointed by the Administrator and a damage report will be drawn up.

The damage deposit will be returned to the Organizer by the Administrator on the basis of a
request submitted by the Organizer:

- no later than 10 days after the end of the event, if no damage has occurred;
- within  30 days  after  the end of  the event if  damage occurred,  after  assessing the

amount of the damage and deducting the corresponding amount from the guarantee. If
the amount of the damage caused exceeds the amount of the security lodged,  the
security  will  be  retained  and  the  Administrator  will  invoice  the  Organizer  the
difference up to the full amount of the damage caused.

Organizers who conclude contracts for the rental of the complex will be able to allow access
to the users of the circuit (hereinafter referred to as USERS) under the following conditions:

- their registration in the Administrator's records;
- allowing  a  maximum  of  22  vehicles  or  44  motorcycles  to  enter  the  circuit

simultaneously,
 For other types of vehicles there is no maximum number set;

- compliance with the rules for the use of the track set out below.

II. Full circuit rental:

The full rental of the complex includes the following:
- parking and heliport access
- track access
- access to the pit lane and to the judge posts on the track
- buffet and grandstand access
- access to restrooms and showers
- internet access
- power supply
- administrative space in the central building, i.e. pit building and restaurant (6 offices and
team work rooms, conference room, kitchen,  access  to the race control  room and timing
station, awards platform)

- garages
- timing systems and speed transponders
- lifting and transport equipment for damaged vehicles
- TV and radio studio, TV platform
Organizers will be able to allow access to the users of the track (hereinafter referred to as
USERS) under the following conditions:

- their registration in the Administrator's records;
- allowing  a  maximum  of  22  vehicles  or  44  motorcycles  to  enter  the  circuit

simultaneously,
 For other types of vehicles there is no maximum number set;
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- compliance with the rules for the use of the track set out below.

III. Modular circuit rental:

A. Paddock rental for motorsport events 
The Paddock platform is bounded by the Medical Centre Building, the Central Building -
Garages and Restaurant and the Sanitary and Maintenance Building; it is 478 m long, 42 m
to 52 m wide and 24,000 m² in area. The paddock can be connected to the electricity grid
in single-phase and three-phase mode via 31 alcoves.

- paddock access in the assigned area (maximum 70% of the paddock)
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
The area allocated for rental is 16,800 sqm

B. Paddock rental for non-sporting events
 The Paddock platform is bounded by the Medical Centre Building, the Central Building -
Garages and Restaurant and the Sanitary and Maintenance Building; it is 478 m long, 42 m
to 52 m wide and 24,000 m² in area. The paddock can be connected to the electricity grid
in single-phase and three-phase mode via 31 alcoves. 

- paddock access in the assigned area (maximum 70% of the paddock)
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
The area allocated for rental is 16,800 sqm

C. Garage rental 
The garages are located on the ground floor of the main building.
There  is  a  total  of  11  garages  equipped  with  single-phase  and three-phase  electrical
installations and sanitary installations (washbasins).
The garages can be rented separately and the activity on the track can take place without
disruption.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
- access to garages
Only rented together with at least one other facility, track or paddock.

D. Track rental 
The speed track has a length of 3,708.00 m and a width of 11-14 m;
As the paddock platform can be rented modularly for 70% of its surface, access to the
track can be ensured without disturbing activities on the paddock.
Thus the speed track can be rented modularly.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
- track access
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E. Timing system rental
The circuit is equipped with a high-performance Chronelec speed tracking system.
The timing system consists of 96 speed transponders which are fitted to the vehicles via a
clip system.
It also contains a "live timing" display of the measured times on the internet and on the
screens mounted in the garages and paddocks.
This service can be rented on a modular basis at the request of the users.
Only rented together with at least one other facility, track or paddock.

F. Conference room rental
The Transilvania Motor Ring complex offers two conference rooms with 30 and 60 seats
respectively, combining functionality, technology and personalized service harmoniously.
A  wide  range  of  events  can  be  hosted  here,  from  business  meetings,  teambuildings,
workshops and courses, product launches, presentations or conferences of any kind.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
- conference room access

G. Team building package - access to track + paddock + conference room with utilities
For this type of activity, companies may not sublet the track on a track day or in any
other form.

- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
- track access
- paddock access
- conference room access

IV. Other ways of using the "Transilvania Motor Ring" complex

A. Sightseeing tour on board a specialized vehicle
With this car it is possible to organize sightseeing tours on the circuit, the car being driven
by an employee of the circuit who is certified by the Romanian Federation of Motor Sport
as a sports driver. The tour will be organized by appointment and will include a full track
tour.
It can be rented only if there are no requests for motorsport events.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

B. Sightseeing tour - min. 10 people
Sightseeing tour of the circuit and of the facilities on the circuit in groups of minimum 10
people, maximum 50 people. The tour will be organized by appointment and will last one
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hour. Access to the track is at a maximum speed of 40km/h with a designated person from
the Transilvania Motor Ring complex.
It can be rented only if there are no requests for motorsport events.

         - access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

Rental for photo-video shooting sessions, groups of maximum 10 people
Access will only be granted if there are no motor sport events in the 
complex. There is a flat rate per 1 hour, regardless of the day the photo-video sessions
take place.  Access to the track is  at  a maximum speed of 40km/h with a designated
person from the Transilvania Motor Ring complex.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.
It can be rented only if there are no requests for motorsport events.

D. Rental of advertising space, billboards inside the circuit
- Zone 0; pit line display, 400 sqm.  Rentable space: 300 sqm, 100 sqm can be made
available to organizers only for rented events if requested.

Signage on the right side of the track (grandstand fence, parapets, etc.) 700 sqm
Rentable space: 550 sqm, 150 sqm can be made available to organizers only for
rented events if requested.
Signage on the main building 300 sqm. Rentable space: 250 sqm, 50 sqm can be
made available to organizers only for rented events if requested.
Billboard on the bridge on the link road, 90 sqm, for rent.

- Zone 1; billboard in the paddock area, 1000 sqm. Rentable space: 750 sqm, 250 sqm
can be made available to organizers only for rented events if requested.
- Zone 2; billboards inside the circuit, outside the areas included in zone 0. 6000 sqm
available, on both sides of the track.  Rentable space: 5000 sqm, 1000 sqm can be made
available to organizers only for rented events if requested.

Signage on the entrance gate area and administrative area. For rent: 300 sqm.
Rentable space: 250 sqm, 50 sqm can be made available to organizers only for
rented events if requested.

Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

E. Online advertising space rental
www.transilvaniamotoring.com
Zone 0 - main banner (one main banner available)
Zone 1 - homepage banners except zone 0 (two banners available)
Zone 2 - other page banners (one banner available)
The banner will be made available to those who wish to rent advertising space online,
subject to copyright.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.
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F. Advertising space rental - led screen, 12 sqm
The videos broadcast must be at least 30 seconds long 
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

G. Private cycling events
There are no restrictions regarding the number of bicycles on the track.
Wearing safety helmets is mandatory.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid
- track access

H. OB 11 terrace rental
On the main building, with an entrance from the paddock platform there is a terrace of
215.31 sqm. Most of the track is visible from this terrace, it being the best positioned
observation point, offering a beautiful view of the whole area. Access organisation and
supervision will be provided by the Organizer.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid
Only rented together with at least one other facility, track or paddock.

I. Restaurant and buffet rental
The restaurant is equipped with 20 tables, 80 chairs, a bar and a display case for hot food.
The buffet is equipped with 8 round tables and a bar.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

J. Parking rental
The "Transilvania Motor Ring" circuit has 278 parking spaces.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

K. Open day
Access for individuals or groups is free, subject to availability.

        H. Track Day events
It is an organized event where people who are not certified drivers are allowed to drive 
their own vehicles and use the track in a racing mode, supervised and with all the specific
facilities offered. It includes track access, refereeing, medical services, towing services 
and technical assistance.
Vehicles are checked before entering the track for fluid leaks, tire fit and steering and 
braking system faults.

Booking and payment for this type of event must be made at least 7 calendar days before 
the desired Track Day session. 
If the number of booking requests is less than 10, the event will not take place and the 
money will be refunded within 48 hours following a request.
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The days on which Track Day events will be held will be determined by the Administrative 
and Maintenance Service of the Transylvania Motor Ring Complex, depending on 
availability.
- access to restrooms
- connection to the electricity grid

       - track access
        - allowing a maximum of 22 vehicles or 44 motorcycles to enter the circuit 
simultaneously.
 For other types of vehicles there is no maximum number set;

- compliance with the rules for the use of the track set out below.
Does not require the payment of a circuit usage guarantee.

Requires the signing of a formal declaration by which the users assume the payment of the 
value of any damage caused by them in the complex.

Repair work will be carried out by the administrator. 

E. Rules for the use of the track
1. Users will have access to the circuit at their own risk. To this end, before entering the

circuit, Users shall sign a formal declaration - the model of which is included in point H.
of these regulations - and confirm that they will comply with all the rules for the use of
the circuit.

2. Users must act in good faith and in a responsible manner in order to ensure that they
will  not  cause damage to  the integrity  of  third  parties,  to  the property  or  to  the
environment by their access to the circuit and will behave within the limits of common
sense towards the other users present on the track at the same time as well as towards
any persons present on the premises of the Transilvania Motor Ring Complex, located in
Cerghid, Ungheni, Mureș County (hereinafter referred to as “THE CIRCUIT”). Users will
bear full responsibility for damages/losses caused during their access to the Circuit as
well as anywhere else on the Circuit premises. Users will take all necessary precautions
to reduce the risk  of  accident/injury  to themselves  and others  and will  follow the
instructions  received  from the  Administrator's  representatives.  Before  entering  the
circuit, the Users shall confirm that they have received the necessary instruction in
order  to  access  the circuit  and that  they  have been made aware of  the risks  and
dangers of using the circuit.

3. Users should note that the Circuit is not a public road and that the liability insurance
does not cover possible events occurring during access to the Transilvania Motor Ring.

4. Users  under  the age of  18  will  only  have  access  to  the circuit  with  the notarized
consent  of  both  parents  or  legal  guardians.  The  consent  will  be  verified  by  the
Organizer.

5. Users will not be allowed access to the Circuit or its premises if they are or will be
under the influence or in possession of alcoholic beverages or prohibited substances or
drugs  that  may affect  concentration and reaction speed during their  access  to  the
Circuit. Users must agree that, at any time, the Administrator may conduct an alcohol
test on the Circuit premises. Users must not refuse this test for any reason.
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6. Users shall ensure that the vehicle used for access to the circuit is in good technical
condition, that it has no fluid leaks and that the tires are in optimum condition and the
vehicle  meets  all  technical  safety  requirements.  Users  must  agree  that  the
Administrator's representatives have the right to admit or refuse the vehicle access to
the Circuit or to disqualify the User, without compensation, if the vehicle has technical
problems that may endanger their safety and the safety of other participants on the
Circuit.

7. Users  must  declare  that  they  are  aware  of  the  objective  risks,  the  unforeseeable
circumstances and the general danger of motor sports. Users must declare that they
understand to  refrain  from participating  in  events  unless  they agree to  accept  the
inherent risks involved.

8. The Administrator's authorized personnel has the right to deny the User access to the
circuit if there is any doubt about compliance with these terms and conditions.

9. Users should note that the Circuit is monitored by a camera system and that audio-
video  recordings  can  be made.  Users  must  agree to  recording  and the use of  said
recordings  (if  they appear on them) for any legal  or administrative action (even as
evidence). Users must agree to audio-video and photographic recordings of the User on
the  Circuit  premises  and  must  grant  the  Administrator  permission  to  use  such
recordings for the production of promotional materials and for the distribution of such
materials through the media (including the internet), without owing the User or the
Organizer any compensation.

10. Drivers and passengers are required to wear seat belts and helmets. Motorcycle riders
are required to wear a full or two-piece protective suit, boots, gloves and a helmet -
the equipment must be specially designed for motorcycle riding. Cyclists are required
to wear protective gloves and helmets.

11. Access  to  the track  is  only  through  specially  marked areas.  Users  must  follow the
instructions of the staff in charge of access to and safety on the circuit, and access to
the circuit can be done only in the direction indicated by them. U-turns and driving in
the opposite direction are strictly forbidden. In the event of a vehicle breakdown or in
the event of an accident, the User must move the damaged vehicle off the track, if
possible, and wait in the vehicle or behind the bumpers (if possible) for the arrival of
the towing vehicle. Stopping or slowing down next to a damaged vehicle or towing it on
the track is  strictly forbidden.  Users  must  make every effort not to obstruct  other
participants' access to the track. Users must drive the vehicle in such a way as not to
endanger or inconvenience other participants on the track.

12. Users  are required to adjust  their  speed on the track  to  their  ability,  the general
condition of the vehicle, the condition of the track and the weather conditions.

13. Users will not be allowed to slow down suddenly or brake unnecessarily while driving on
the track. In case of an emergency, Users must leave the runway safely.

14. In the event of an accident,  Users must present the vehicle for a technical  check,
otherwise they will be denied future access to the Circuit.

15. Users shall respect the start and finish of the races in accordance with the instructions
of their official representatives and in accordance with the light or flag signals. Users
will leave the track as soon as the end of the race, the interruption of the race in case
of accident, extreme weather conditions or any other circumstances that prevent the
continuation of the race in optimal safety conditions are signaled.
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16. Throughout  being  present  on  the  Circuit  premises,  Users  must  comply  with  the
instructions of the Administrator's representatives. Users will also be responsible for
the persons  accompanying  them,  for  their  behavior  and for  any  damage they  may
cause.

17. Users must accept that they only have access to certain areas of the Circuit explicitly
indicated by the Administrator or the Organizer.

18. The production of photographic or audio-visual material is permitted only with the prior
consent of the Administrator and may be subject to a fee.

19. Smoking,  drinking  alcoholic  beverages,  the  possession  of  dangerous  objects  or  the
presence of unattended children or off-leash pets are forbidden in the pit lane area.
The speed limit in this area is 60 km/h.

20. Climbing fences and leaning over fences is prohibited.
21. Public access to the track is strictly forbidden.
22. Public access is forbidden in areas marked with tape or fencing, in areas marked "No

Entry", in the pit lane and around the track. 
23. Users have the right to bring other participants to the attention of the Administrator if

they wish to report  suspicious  activity. Users  must  acknowledge the Administrator's
exclusive  right  to  decide  to  resolve  the  complaint  and  will  abide  by  its  decision,
including possible sanctions.

24. Users are obliged to attend the mandatory briefing held by the Organizer before the
first access to the track.

25. Users must declare that they are aware of the conditions and parameters of the circuit.
26. Users  must  to  comply  with  all  instructions  received  from the  Administrator  or  the

Organizer during their presence on the Circuit premises including the prohibition of
careless and dangerous driving, safety instructions, light and flag signaling.

27. Users must respect the speed limit of 10 km/h in the parking area, which is part of the
Circuit premises (hereinafter referred to as “Parking”) and at the same time Users shall
refrain from sudden braking in the Parking, (unless sudden braking is used to avoid an
unforeseen obstacle in the path of the vehicle), and they shall refrain from sudden
acceleration, controlled skidding or drifting.

28. The speed limit in the paddock is 10 km/h, except for organized events, which require
another speed regime. 

29. Users  must  comply  with  all  instructions  of  the  Administrator  and  its  authorized
representatives regarding the removal of damaged vehicles. The administrator is not
liable for any damage that may occur in this case.

30. Users must agree, in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Policy and the GDPR
rules that came into force on 25 May 2018, that the Administrator may process their
identification  data  -  name,  surname,  Personal  Identification  Number,  telephone
number, date of birth, permanent address, email address for the following purposes:

a. verification of the identity of Users in order to authorize access to the track;
b. registration in the Users' database;
c. recording this information in the database administered by the Administrator;
d. provision of services and transactions by the Administrator;
e. the preparation of the Administrator's internal analyses and statistics;
f. contact (to provide information), providing information about events and/or services offered
by the Administrator, information sent in written form to the contact address or electronically
via email;
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g. the use of the personal data by the Administrator for marketing campaigns and the provision
of these information to third parties who will collaborate with the Administrator in organizing
events and marketing activities, under a confidentiality agreement;
h. driver’s name and surname, data about the vehicle, the country the driver represents, the
times obtained in the events to be displayed on the screens inside Transilvania Motor Ring as
well  as  on the Internet,  on the  www.cjmures.ro website or  on any electronic  support,  in
accordance with the legal provisions in force and in order to archive this declaration.
Thus, Users must declare that they agree to the above provisions for a period of 10 years from
the date of signing a Declaration to this effect. Users will be able to withdraw their consent
regarding the use of this information by sending a written request to the Administrator.

31. Organizers are required to present at the mandatory briefing the meaning of the lights
or flags as presented in the section entitled Meaning of flags. He/she declares that
he/she understands the contents of this declaration and will respect the obligations
incumbent upon him/her.

32. Users must declare to the Organizer that they are physically and mentally fit and do
not suffer from any other illness or disability which might jeopardize their ability to
drive on the track and/or have no knowledge of any such disability of the minor or
person under their guardianship entering the circuit. Users must declare that they are
not participating against medical advice and that they have not been diagnosed with
any terminal illnesses that may suppress their ability to drive on the track. Users must
declare that if that they feel physically or mentally unwell or suffer an injury of any
kind, they will notify the Organizer immediately. As a result, they will cease the racing
activity if so advised by the Organizer.

33. Users will assume all of the above obligations even if another person enters the circuit
in their place and/or has not signed an Affidavit.

34. If Users or Organizers have rented or received a speed transponder, they will be obliged
to return the transponder at the end of the event in perfect working condition. If the
User or the Organizer has not returned, has damaged or has lost the transponder, the
User or the Organizer is obliged to pay double the value of the transponder within 10
calendar days after the event. 

35. Cars, motorcycles, bicycles and other personal means of transport may be parked only
in the area clearly marked for this purpose or as indicated by the Organizer or the
Administrator. 

36. Only vehicles registered for the event and only for the time period mentioned in the
programme are allowed inside the rented areas.

37. Smoking is strictly prohibited on the pit lane and inside the garaces as well as in other
buildings. Users will respect the NO SMOKING signs they encounter in the complex.

38. Access to the track is allowed only to the Organizer or the Transilvania Motor Ring staff
and the vehicles registered for the event, during the interval delimited by the program.

39. Pets  are  allowed  in  the  complex  provided  that  they  are  on  a  leash  and  under
supervision for the duration of their presence on the Transilvania Motor Ring.

40. Access of minors to the Transilvania Motor Ring Complex is allowed only in the presence
of a parent/legal guardian/authorized person.  

41. Burnout is forbidden on the Transilvania Motor Ring.
42. Users  will  be expected to  maintain  cleanliness  throughout  the complex,  dispose of

waste only in bins and trash cans, keep the premises, toilets and showers in proper
condition.
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By signing the Declaration, the Users:
 declare that they assume full responsibility and confirm that they will comply with all

the rules for the use of the circuit in this list of regulations
 accept that they fully understand its terms and conditions and the reasons for which

they are asked to sign it, and confirm that they are signing it of their own free will and
uninfluenced by anyone.

      43. The legislation in force on anti-COVID measures will be complied with.
F. Rights and obligations of the organizers

1. The organizers will  make decisions regarding the access of spectators in compliance
with  all  provisions  of  Law  no.  60/1991  on  the  organization  and  conduct  of  public
assemblies, with its subsequent additions and amendments.

2. The  Organisers  shall  be  obliged  to  register  the  identification  data  of  all  Users  as
specified in paragraph 30 of the Rules for the use of the circuit and shall allow the
Users access to the Circuit, taking responsibility for their compliance with the Rules for
the use of the circuit in these list of regulations. To this end, the Organiser will ensure
that  all  Users  complete  a  formal  declaration  as  mentioned  above.  A  copy  of  this
declaration shall be handed to the Administrator before the Users enter the circuit.

3. The  Organiser  shall  be  responsible  for  the  accuracy  and completeness  of  the data
recorded and made available to the Administrator in accordance with article 2 above.
The Administrator reserves the right not to allow the event to start or to interrupt the
event  at  any  time  if  it  finds  any  inaccuracies  or  missing  information  in  the
identification data and declarations received from the Organizer.

4. The Organizers must provide security and safety at the complex for the duration of the
event.

5. The Organizers will have the right to sell tickets/charge entry fees for access to the
event.

6. The Organizers will have the right to select the participants to the events.
7. The Organizers will have the right to advertise by placing banners, billboards, etc. in

places indicated by the Administrator and by distributing printed promotional material.
8. The Organizers will have the right to broadcast the event in the media, provided they

respect the rights arising from the name Transilvania Motor Ring , registered trademark
of Mureș County. To this end, the Administrator will provide the Organizers with the TV
and radio studios and the TV platform on the premises.

9. The Organizers have the right to establish additional rules and restrictions for Users and
spectators,  provided  they  do  not  contravene  any  legal  provisions  and  the  present
Regulations.

In case of violation by the Organizer or the User of the rules mentioned in the Rules for the use
of the Transilvania Motor Ring Complex, the Organizer will pay a fine of 2.000 lei for each
violation of a rule by each User.

Fines  shall  be  paid  via  Point-of-Sale  devices  (POS)  or  by  bank  transfer  to  the  account
RO45TREZ47621A350102XXXX, opened at the Treasury of Târgu Mureș, fiscal  code 4322980,
and in cash, at the Mureș County Council cashier's office, within the limit of the amounts that
can be paid in this way according to the legal provisions, within 15 days from their application.
The Organizer agrees that official representatives of the Administrator may prohibit
the access to the circuit of the User who has broken the rules.
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Organizers who have not paid all their fines will not be allowed to use the circuit for other
events until payment has been confirmed.
The Organizer shall pay for the damages caused by the Organizer or by Users and spectators
resulting from non-compliance with the provisions of these Rules.

G. Meaning of flags

Green Flag

The track is free.
It can be used, for example, after a section signaled with a yellow flag.

Yellow Flag

It signals a danger on the track.
It is shown before the section in question. OVERTAKING IS PROHIBITED on the segment where
the yellow flag was shown. On this segment participants should be prepared to slow down and,
if necessary, even stop.

Red Flag
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Interruption of the race or session.
Participants  must  slow down  and  return  to  the  pits.  IT  IS  FORBIDDEN TO CONTINUE  THE
RACE/SESSION.

Checkered Flag/Finish Flag

It signals the end of the race/session.
After crossing the finish line, the participant must leave the track at the nearest pit entrance
(in the proper driving direction).

Blue Flag

It  is  shown to  a  slower  participant  on  the  track  who is  about  to  be  overtaken  by  faster
participants.
A slower participant must not get in the way of faster participants on the track at the same
time.

White Flag
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It  signals  the  presence  of  a  slower  moving  vehicle  on  the  track  (ambulance,  emergency
vehicle, etc.)
OVERTAKING other  participants  IS  PROHIBITED  on  the  segment  where  the  white  flag  was
shown. Only overtaking the slow vehicles is allowed.

Flag With Yellow And Red Vertical Stripes

In  this  area the adhesion of  the road surface was affected by oil,  water, gravel or  other
materials.
Participants must drive carefully.

Black Flag + Participant Number

Can be shown to a participant at any time during the race or session.
The competitor with that number must return to the pits at the end of that lap and may not
re-enter the track without being expressly permitted to do so.
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Black Flag With Red Circle + Participant Number

Show the participant with that number that their vehicle has a technical problem.
The participant must leave the track (return to the pits).

Black and white diagonally divided flag:  

It is displayed with a car number to indicate a warning for unsportsmanlike behaviour.  

Code 60 Flag 

According to Code 60, overtaking is prohibited and all drivers must slow down to a maximum of
60 km/h.

Full Course Yellow: 
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FCY
All cars on the track must immediately slow down to 80 km/h and maintain their distance from
the cars in front and behind. Overtaking is prohibited until the green flags are waved.

Safety Car Panel (SC): 

It is displayed when the Safety Car is on the track. It is always accompanied by the waving of
the yellow flag.

H. User declaration (template)

DECLARATION 

The  undersigned  ...................................................................,  residing  in  the
country  .........................,  city  ............................................,
street  ..................................................,  nr...........,  ap......,  with  ID/CI
series  ..........,  no......................,  Personal  identification
number  .............................................,  telephone  .............................,  e-
mail .........................................., declare under my sole responsibility, being aware
of the provisions of Article 326 of the Criminal Code on false statements, that 

● I  will  fully  follow the  instructions  provided by  the Organizer,  Administrator  and course
marshals;

● my physical and mental health allows me to participate in the event;

● I am not under the influence of alcohol or drugs;

● the technical condition of the vehicle is good and does not endanger the safety of myself and
others. Compulsory car equipment: fitted tow hook, fire extinguisher and tarpaulin to prevent
spillage. Compulsory motorcycle equipment: tarpaulin to prevent spillage.

● I declare that I have been made aware of the conditions and state of the track 

● I will participate in the technical meeting that takes place before the event and declare that
I will follow the instructions provided therein

●  I  am aware  that  the  vehicle's  compulsory  third-party  vehicle  insurance  does  not  cover
damage caused on the circuit;
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● The Administrator assumes no responsibility for the loss, damage or theft of any property at
the event;

● I am aware of I and meet all the requirements contained in the Regulations for the use of
the Transilvania Motor Ring complex;

● I take full responsibility and confirm that I will comply with all the rules for the use of the
circuit in the Regulations for the use of the Transilvania Motor Ring complex;

● I am aware that sporting events are dangerous, that there may be potential risks and I
declare that I will protect myself and those around me and that I am solely responsible for my
actions and that the Administrator cannot be held liable for my individual actions;

I fully understand its terms and conditions and the reasons for which I am asked to sign it, and
confirm that I am signing it of my own free will and uninfluenced by anyone.

By signing this declaration I consent to the processing of my personal data in accordance
with the Regulation 2016/679/EU on the protection of personal data and the GDPR rules in
force,  to  be  used  for  the  purposes  mentioned  in  the  Regulations  for  the  use  of  the
Transilvania Motor Ring complex.

Date, Signature
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1

43,710 lei
43,710 lei
33,560 lei
33,560 lei

2
15,150 lei
15,150 lei

5,000 lei
5,000 lei

3

4

5

6 16 lei

7
16 lei
10 lei

5 lei

8
2 lei

9
100 lei

25 lei
50 lei

0 lei

10

20 lei
5 lei

10 lei
0 lei

11
3,000 lei
5,000 lei
8,000 lei

ROMANIA Appendix no 2
MUREȘ COUNTY
COUNTY COUNCIL

Rental rates at the Transilvania Motor Ring Complex

No Name of service Unit of measure Rate - lei

Rental rates for competitions with spectators
* car 8 hours
* motorcycles 8 hours
* bicycles 8 hours
*other events 8 hours
Rental rates for private events
* car 8 hours
* motorcycles 8 hours
* bicycles 8 hours
*other events 8 hours
Car Track Days

-       20-minute sessions per car 20 min. 1 session/135 lei/person
20 min. 2 sessions/250 lei/person
20 min. 3 sessions/330 lei/person
20 min. 4 sessions/450 lei/person
20 min. 5 sessions/500 lei/person

MOTO Track Days
-       20-minute sessions per motorcycle 20 min. 1 session/120 lei/person

20 min. 2 sessions/210 lei/person
20 min. 3 sessions/310 lei/person
20 min. 4 sessions/360 lei/person
20 min. 5 sessions/400 lei/person

Open day

Exhibition area rental in the paddock sqm/day
Display spaces:

 Zone 0 - Pit line sqm/day
 Zone 1 - paddock sqm/day

       Zone 2 - Date + administrative building sqm/day
Advertising space rental - led screen sec.
(2 lei/second/ min. 30 de seconds)
Sightseeing tour with a specialized vehicle
       - adults tour/person
       - students/pupils tour/person
       - pensioners tour/person
       - people with disabilities tour/person
Tour for min. 10 people
       - adults tour/person
       - students/pupils tour/person
       - pensioners tour/person
       - people with disabilities tour/person
Team-building package
Paddock + conference room + track 2 hours

4 hours
8 hours



12 9,000 lei

13
1,000 lei

750 lei
500 lei

14 150 lei

15 1,500 lei
16 16 lei

17
2,200 lei
4,000 lei
6,500 lei

18 3,000 lei

19 350 lei
20 1,000 lei

21

50 lei
90 lei

110 lei
150 lei

22

1,500 lei
2,800 lei
5,000 lei

23

1,200 lei
2,000 lei
3,000 lei

24 50 lei

25

150 lei
400 lei
600 lei

1,000 lei
26 30,000 lei
27 10 lei

Paddock rental for non-sporting events 10 hours
Online advertising space rental
Zone 0 - main banner month/banner
Zone 1 - homepage banners month/banner
Zone 2 - other page banners month
Rental for photo-video shoots
Group of min. 10 people hour
Rental for photo-video shoots
legal persons hour
Rental of exhibition spaces in the paddock sqm/day
Driving school packages
Paddock + track 2 hours

4 hours
8 hours

OB 11 terrace rental 8 hours
Test Drive hour/car
Private cycling events 2 hours
Garage rental 2 hours/garage

4 hours/garage
6 hours/garage
8 hours/garage

Track rental 2 hours 
4 hours
8 hours

Paddock rental 2 hours 
4 hours
8 hours

Timing system rental transponder / day
Conference room rental 1 hour

2 hours
4 hours
8 hours

Restaurant and buffet rental year
Parking rental space/day

In the case of events taking place with ticket sales to spectators, the rates will be increased by 
20%, which only applies if the entire circuit is rented. The Organiser is responsible for organising 

and ensuring access for spectators.

If the Organisers let in spectators in the spectator areas and the ticket revenue goes to the Mures 
County Council, a 10% discount on the rental fee is offered. Organization and the access of 
spectators is the responsibility of the Mureș County Council through the Administration and 

Maintenance Service of the Transilvania Motor Ring Complex. Payment of tickets will be made 
exclusively through Point-of-Sale (POS)

If the Organisers request the rental of the track for more than 8 hours, the price will be modified in 
proportion to the number of hours requested.

If the Organisers exceed the contracted time period, an invoice of 2500,00 lei/hour will be issued, 
with a payment term of 10 calendar days. 
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